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Focusing light through scattering media has been a longstanding goal of biomedical optics. While wavefront
shaping and optical time-reversal techniques can in principle be used to focus light across scattering media,
achieving this within a scattering medium with a noninvasive and efficient reference beacon, or guide star,
remains an important challenge. Here, we show optical time-reversal focusing using a new technique termed
Time Reversal by Analysis of Changing wavefronts from Kinetic targets (TRACK). By taking the difference
between time-varying scattering fields caused by a moving object and applying optical time reversal, light
can be focused back to the location previously occupied by the object. We demonstrate this approach with
discretely moved objects as well as with particles in an aqueous flow, and obtain a focal peak-to-background
strength of 204 in our demonstration experiments. We further demonstrate that the generated focus can be
used to noninvasively count particles in a flow-cytometry configuration—even when the particles are
hidden behind a strong diffuser. By achieving optical time reversal and focusing noninvasively without
any external guide stars, using just the intrinsic characteristics of the sample, this work paves the way
to a range of scattering media imaging applications, including underwater and atmospheric focusing as
well as noninvasive in vivo flow cytometry. © 2014 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (110.0113) Imaging through turbid media; (070.5040) Phase conjugation; (110.0180) Microscopy.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Focusing light through highly scattering media is an
important challenge in biomedical imaging, colloidal optics,
and astronomy. When light propagates through strongly scat-
tering samples, refractive index inhomogeneities scatter the
light field in many directions. This was long thought of as
a randomizing process, which precludes the formation of a
sharp focus. However, by taking advantage of the deterministic
nature of scattering, researchers in the field of complex wave-
front shaping have demonstrated that light can be focused at an
arbitrary location within and across scattering media—by
shaping the input wavefront reaching the sample [1,2].
Because appropriate input wavefronts are complex and because
they depend on sample structure as well as target location,
determining them remains a key challenge.
With direct optical access to the input plane and the focus-
ing plane, wavefronts can be found with one of three strategies:
iterative optimization [1,3–5], optical time reversal [6], or
measuring and inverting the sample transmission matrix
[7,8]. When there is no direct access to the target plane,
e.g., when the target plane is hidden within the sample, physi-
cal guide stars such as beads can be placed within the sample
and used as reference beacons [9–11]. Because this requires
invasive insertion, recent research has focused on virtual, ultra-
sound-based guide stars relying on the acousto-optic [12–16]
or the photo-acoustic effect [17–20]. However, all of these
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strategies are either limited by the acoustic resolution (tens of
micrometers at best) or require many measurements, thereby
increasing the recording time by orders of magnitude. Thus
far, near-instantaneous time reversal at optical resolutions
remains elusive.
Here we introduce a new all-optical method, termed Time
Reversal by Analysis of Changing wavefronts from Kinetic
targets (TRACK), which achieves precise optical time reversal
to a target hidden behind a scattering sample—without the
need for acoustic guide stars. Unlike previous techniques, this
method uses the motion of the target itself to serve as a
guide star.
2. RESULTS
A. Principle
To test whether we can noninvasively focus light through a
scattering sample without using any extrinsic guide star, we
constructed the setup diagrammed in Fig. 1. We interpret
optical scattering through our diffuser as a linear process de-
scribed by a complex spatial transmission matrix, T xa; xb
[1]. This matrix defines the transformation of the optical field
at an input plane with coordinates xa directly before the dif-
fuser to an output plane with coordinates xb behind the dif-
fuser, where we have a moving target with a reflectivity
function Rxb. We assume that our digital phase-conjugation
system is set up such that we can discretely measure and con-
trol the optical field along the input plane coordinates xa.
Our detect-and-refocus process is composed of four primary
steps. First, we illuminate the scatterer with an input wave,
U xa, to reflect light off our target. U xa transforms into
a speckle field at the output plane as defined by the transmis-
sion matrix: Sxb  T xa; xbU xa. A portion of the speckle
field Sxb will hit our target object with reflectivity function
Rxb. The target object’s backreflected optical field is thus the
product E1xb  RxbSxb. Note that Rxb  0 and
hence E1xb  0 everywhere except along the target’s finite
spatial extent. We also assume Sxb ≠ 0 somewhere along our
target to ensure a nonzero reflected signal.
Second, we measure the entire backscattered optical field at
the input plane, M 1xa, as depicted in Fig. 2(a). Following
linear optics, we split the backscattered field M 1xa into a
sum of two components: one reflected from our target object
at the output plane, E 01xa, and one originating from all
other locations within the sample volume, Bxa. The target-
dependent component E 01xa is defined as the target-reflected
optical field at the output plane, E1xb, after it has backscat-
tered to the input plane. Following the common assumption
of a lossless scattering process, we may use our transmission
matrix to express E 01xa as
E 01xa  T txa; xbE1xb; (1)
where T t , the transpose of T , represents the reverse process of
scattering from the output to the input plane. The total mea-
sured field at the input plane is thus the sum
M 1xa  T txa; xbE1xb  Bxa; (2)
where again Bxa is the background optical field arising from
all other locations within the sample.
Third, we measure a second backscattered field at the input
plane,M 2xa, after the reflective target object physically shifts
a finite distance Δ across the output plane. This measurement
is depicted in Fig. 2(b). A spatially shifted target will generate a
new reflected field, E2xb  Rxb − ΔSxb, which will
again transform to the input plane via our transmission matrix
and combine with a background field contribution to yield
M 2xa  T txa; xbE2xb  Bxa: (3)
Equation (3) implicitly assumes that T and Bxa remain
the same as for the first measurement, requiring the scattering
sample to be stationary (apart from target motion) at the time
scale of the measurement interval.
Fourth, we digitally subtract our two measurements to
effectively remove any background contribution and isolate
the target-reflected signal:
M 2xa −M 1xa  T txa; xbE2xb − E1xb: (4)
We compute the phase conjugate of this subtraction and
display it on our digital optical phase-conjugation (DOPC)
setup’s spatial light modulator (SLM) to create the following
field at the input plane: T †xa; xbE2xb − E1xb, where †
denotes a conjugate transpose and * a complex conjugate. This
field scatters from the sample’s input to output plane to form
our final target-focused field, Ef xb, as shown in Fig. 2(c):
Ef xb  T xa; xbT †xa; xbE2xb − E1xb
≈ E2xb − E1xb: (5)
Here, we assume a complete scattering process to form the
approximation T xa; xbT †xa; xb ≈ I , the identity matrix.
Conjugated light thus forms the field E2 − E1 at the sample
plane, implying light is focused to both shifted target positions.
If the target was originally off the laser speckle field (i.e., E1 is
Fig. 1. Concise setup including sample and digital phase conjugation:
varying backscattered wavefronts due to a target’s movement are captured
by off-axis holography. The phase of the wavefront difference is
time reversed by the digital optical phase-conjugation (DOPC) system.
Diffuse light is focused back to the previous position of the target.
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zero everywhere), a focus will appear only at its second loca-
tion, which corresponds to our ability to refocus onto a moving
object.
B. Direct Observation of Optical Focusing in Reflection
Mode
Our reflection-mode TRACK setup is diagramed in Fig. 1. To
record backscattered light at the SLM plane, a camera was
pixel-to-pixel aligned to image the SLM surface, and wave-
fronts were measured by off-axis holography [21,22]. For dem-
onstration, we created a sample consisting of 10 μm diameter
polystyrene beads behind a highly diffusing tape. The beads
were placed on a glass slide 7 mm behind the diffuser, whose
movement was two-dimensionally controlled by a piezo stage.
To confirm the formation of a focus through scattering media,
an observing microscope (OM) was set up to image the target
plane from the back. Importantly, this microscope was only
used for validation of successful focusing, but not to derive
wavefronts or create the foci.
We started by recording a backscattered wavefront without
any targets behind the diffuser [Fig. 2(g)] and compared it to
the wavefront measured when a target was inside the illumi-
nated field of view [Fig. 2(h)]. As expected, both wavefronts
were dominated by backscattering from the entire diffuser,
while the relative difference of the wavefronts was 15% (rel-
ative average amplitude) [Fig. 2(i)]. When we time reversed
the difference wavefront by digital phase conjugation, the
OM recorded a high-contrast focus at the location of the
target. Figure 2(f) includes a plot of the intensity profile
(horizontal section across the peak), which shows a peak-to-
background ratio (PBR) of 204.
C. Moving Target Tracking behind Scattering Media
If we keep repeating this experiment with a continuously mov-
ing target, light will be focused dynamically on the target. In
other words, we can track the moving target through the scat-
tering medium. To confirm this experimentally, we recorded a
background wavefront at the SLM plane (with no target bead
in the illuminated area), and subsequently moved a target bead
to multiple locations within the illuminated area. At each po-
sition of the target [as shown in Figs. 3(a)–3(c)], after recording
the wavefront, we subtracted the background wavefront from
the current wavefront and time reversed the result such that it
focused on the current location of the target [as shown in
Figs. 3(d)–3(f)]. A detailed timing diagram of the system is
included in Fig. S7 in (Supplement 1). In this experiment,
a 50 μm diameter retro-reflective target bead was 14 mm be-
hind the diffuser.
D. Optical Flow Cytometry in Scattering Media
To mimic an in vivo flow-cytometry scenario, we placed a mi-
crofluidic channel behind the diffuser. Two kinds of beads
were used in this experiment: nonfluorescent polystyrene beads
as guide stars and fluorescent beads to be counted in a flow-
cytometry-type setup. Repeating the first experiment (“direct
observation of optical focusing,” above) in a microfluidic
channel, we recorded two scattering fields with a guide star
bead outside and inside the illuminated area [Fig. 4(a) and
Fig. 2. Focusing on a moving target through a scattering sample: (a) target at position 1 (far off the illuminated field of view); (b) target at position 2
(within the illuminated field of view); (c) light is focused behind the diffuser; (d)–(f) corresponding images recorded with the observing microscope; (g)
and (h) phase maps recorded at the camera imaging the SLM surface; (i) difference of field in (g) and field in (h). The cross-section intensity distribution in
(f) indicates a PBR of 204. Scale bars in (d)–(f) are 100 μm. Scale bars in (g)–(i) all stand for 1 mm.
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Media 1]. We then phase conjugated the difference wavefront
and observed a focus at the exact position of the guide bead [as
shown in Fig. 4(c) and Media 1]. From the cross-section in-
tensity distribution, we measured a PBR of 134 and a full
width half-maximum (FWHM) of 8.9 μm. After formation of
the focus, fluorescence beads were flown at a speed of 5 cm/s,
and the time-varying fluorescence signal was recorded by a sin-
gle-channel photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT trace
contained clearly detectable signals that corresponded to fluo-
rescent beads passing the focus. Illumination, phase conjuga-
tion, and fluorescence detection by the PMT all occurred on
the same side of the scattering sample in a reflection geometry.
3. DISCUSSION
In this work we provided, to the best of our knowledge, the
first demonstration of time-reversed optical focusing through
Fig. 3. Target tracking: images taken with the observing microscope. (a)–(c) Images of targets at positions 1–3 in the laser speckle; (d)–(f) phase-
conjugate foci at corresponding positions.
Fig. 4. Optical flow cytometry in scattering media: (a) schematic of the recording step, in which a focus is established as above; (b) laser speckle shining
on the microfluidic channel as imaged by the observing camera; (c) time-reversed focus established with the help of the first bead; (d) schematic of the
particle counting setup; (e) signal captured on the PMT with clear signals caused by fluorescent beads passing the focus. Both scale bars stand for 100 μm
(Media 1).
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scattering media by using the motion of a target object as a
guide star—a technique we call TRACK. We would like to
use this section to note some points of consideration associated
with this work.
First, TRACK will focus on all backscattering targets that
moved between the two wavefront recordings. If the goal is to
focus on a single target or bead, only one moving backscatter-
ing bead should be within the illuminated area.
Second, we would like to point out that our experimental
setup associated with the experimental findings shown in
Figs. 2–4 contains a microscope objective and camera (out-
lined in green in Fig. 1) that allowed us to directly observe
the space after the diffuser. We used that imaging system to
directly observe and verify that the TRACK focus was
achieved. In practical applications, it is unlikely that such
an observation perspective would be available. In most of
the application scenarios, our only access to the target of
interest would be on one side of the diffusing medium, in
a reflection geometry. A good case in point would be the task
of reflection-mode focusing of light through skin and into a
blood vessel. The reflection-mode focusing results presented
here show that focusing light in this geometry is feasible.
For example, upon creating the time-reversed optical focus
(Fig. 4), we can observe the passage of fluorescent beads
through the microfluidic channel by simply observing the
upticks in fluorescence scattered back through the diffuser.
Another important trade-off space this method introduces is
an intrinsic relationship between focus spot size and achievable
PBR. Mathematically, these two quantities are related to each
other through the number of optical modes that the DOPC
can capture and control during playback [23]:
PBRphase−only ≈
π
4
:
N SLM
N target
; (6)
where N SLM indicates modes on the SLM from the scattering
of the target and N target represents the number of modes
modulated by the target in the speckle plane. The above for-
mula contains a π∕4 factor because the DOPC in this set of
experiments is a phase-only modulator system. For the exper-
imental setup used for Fig. 2, the above formula predicts a
focus PBR of 390—a quantity that is consistent with our
experimental result of 204, indicating a time-reversal efficiency
of >50%. The above formula leads to an interesting conse-
quence. By using smaller target objects, we can effectively cre-
ate a tighter optical focus and simultaneously boost the PBR.
However, we caution that the use of ever smaller target objects
will lead to a weaker initial scattering signal arriving at the
DOPC and in turn degrade the time-reversed wavefront in
the presence of noise. This will then reduce the focus PBR.
As the different sets of experimental results reported in
Figs. 3 and 4 show, this method can be used to create a
time-reversed focus that tracks with the target object or to cre-
ate a fixed and static focus at a specific location along the tra-
jectory of the object. Each of these focusing types is useful for
different applications: dynamic tracking can potentially be use-
ful for following moving targets in deep ocean or convective
atmosphere environments, while the static focus would be
most useful for flow-cytometry-type applications.
4. METHODS
A. Setup
All data were collected by a self-built optical system schemati-
cally described in Fig. S1 in Supplement 1. In the setup, we
used a 532 nm fiber-coupled semiconductor laser. The polari-
zation of the beam was made horizontal (by a half-wave plate
and polarizing beam splitter), which is in accordance with
SLM modulation polarization. Beam splitter 1 split the
incoming light into two beams, the sample beam and the
reference beam.
The sample beam was expanded by a laser expander for a
suitable size of laser spot at the sample. Reflected by mirrors
and beam splitter 2, the sample beam passed through lens 2
and was eventually reflected to the sample by a dichroic mirror,
which was at a 45° angle to the horizontal plane. The sample
was placed close to the focal plane of lens 2. Light backscat-
tered by the sample was collimated to the SLM by lens 2.
The reference beam passed through a neutral density filter
and was coupled into a single-mode fiber for spatial filtering.
After exiting the fiber, the beam was collimated by lens 1. Scat-
tered light and reference light were combined by beam splitter
3 before reaching the DOPC system.
Polystyrene beads were obtained from Life Technology.
Retro-reflective beads, which consisted of aluminum coated
50 μm glass spheres, were obtained from Cospheric.
To create samples we used adhesive backed, highly diffusing
films (3M Scotch model no. 810, ∼60 μm thick), which did
not transmit a detectable ballistic component (measured with a
detection threshold of 10−8 of the illumination power). We
used it as a random phase plate diffuser whose angle scattering
distribution is plotted in Fig. S3 in Supplement 1. To show
that our results can be extended to biological samples, we per-
formed TRACK experiments through a 0.5 mm thick section
of ex vivo chicken muscle tissue (scattering coefficient μs:
30 mm−1 and anisotropy parameter g: 0.965 [14]). The results
of this experiment are shown in Fig. S2 in Supplement 1.
B. Backscattered Field Capture and Phase Retrieval
The backscattered field was recorded in a single-shot measure-
ment by digital off-axis holography. In the DOPC system, the
SLM surface was imaged on a CCD camera with a precision of
single pixel-to-pixel alignment. The camera captured the inter-
ference pattern between the backscattered field and the refer-
ence field at the SLM surface. Then 2D fast Fourier transform
(FFT) was applied to the captured images. In accordance with
off-axis holography, an angle was set between the reference
beam and the sample beam to separate the zero order, 1 or-
der, and −1 order of the interference pattern in the Fourier
spectrum. By filtering out the DC term and −1 term and back
transforming the spectrum, the scattered field from the sample
was retrieved. For time reversal, this field was conjugated, and
(since we used a phase-only SLM) the phase of the result was
displayed on the SLM.
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C. Fluorescence Signal Capture
In the flow-cytometry experiment, we used orange fluorescent
(540/560) polystyrene microspheres obtained from Life Tech-
nology. As shown in Fig. 4(c), orange fluorescence from the
beads propagated through the diffuser along with diffuse back-
scattered light at 532 nm. Colors were separated by the dichroic
mirror (a 532 edge pass filter, modelDi02-R532-25 × 36 from
Semrock). Underneath the dichroic mirror, a lens images the
surface of the diffuser to a compact PMT. The fluorescence
spectrum of the sample and the transmission spectrum of edge
pass filter are shown in Fig. S6 in Supplement 1. Amedian filter
was used to filter the signal shown in Fig. 4(e).
D. Reference Phase Correction
In digital phase conjugation, reference beam and SLM curva-
ture will affect the conjugate phase map and thus the time-
reversal PBR. By digitally modulating the SLM curvature to
iteratively maximize the reflection from the SLM back into
the single-mode fiber in the reference beam arm, we can com-
pensate for SLM curvature as well as reference beam phase
errors [14]. A threefold enhancement is observed.
E. Quality Assurance Setup
To assure the pixel-to-pixel alignment between the camera and
SLM and the performance of the DOPC system, a quality
assurance arm was configured in the sample arm including
two flipping mirrors, beam splitter 2, mirror 2, and camera
2 (Fig. S1 in Supplement 1 ). When flip mirror 1 and flip
mirror 2 were flipped up, the system was changed from the
reflective mode to the transmission mode. When applying time
reversal, we expected to observe a focus on camera 2. By tuning
the position and tilting of the SLM, we optimized the intensity
of the focus. In this way, a day-to-day precise alignment of the
DOPC system was guaranteed.
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